Pepperdine University’s version of “Into the Woods,” opens Friday, Nov. 11. Audiences will take a journey with these beloved characters, for the annual fall musical.

See WOODS | B1

Borderline and Woolsey: Four-year anniversary
Samantha Torre
News Editor
Tanya Yarian
News Assistant

Four years ago, Pepperdine faced the dual tragedies of the Borderline Shooting and Woolsey fire. On Nov. 4, Pepperdine’s Resilience Informed Skills and Education Program hosted RISE and Reflect to offer the opportunity for students to remember the event, with support.

See BORDERLINE | A4

Pepp athletes conflicted over NIL deals
Alex Clarke
Staff Writer

Name, Image and Likeness deals give college athletes the opportunity to gain sponsorships and receive large amounts of money in return, according to Fox Sports. Pepperdine athletes said there is disagreement on whether the University offers enough opportunities to its student-athletes.

See PEPP | B8

Opinion: Fitting in at Pepperdine
Jerry Jiang
Sports Editor

After transitioning from one bubble to another, the struggle of fitting in was tough, but not impossible thanks to clubs such as KCM. Sports Editor Jerry Jiang describes his experience as an Asian American at Pepperdine.

See FROM | A12

Lucinda (left) and Florinda (right) yell at Cinderella as she tries to go to the king’s ball at dress rehearsal Wednesday, Nov. 9. Lucinda is played by first-year Lucy Schene. The role of Cinderella is played by senior Penny Devlin. Florinda is played by junior Avery Beavers. Evil Stepmother (back) is played by junior Holly Jackson.
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